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Human resource management functions

In short, HR oversees people's affairs. It has both tactical (recruitment, enrollment benefits) and strategic (leadership training, risk avoidance, diversity) roles. You can place specific HR features that your company needs in buckets depending on its size. For startups, HR can trigger wages, but focus more on building a
culture as society grows. Small businesses that want to benefit from human resources expertise (HR) but without the cost of hiring a full-time HR manager will want to consider Bambee. Bambee provides unlimited HR advice (you call them, ask questions, and get answers) for as little as $99 per month. This can save you
from making costly personnel mistakes. Visit Bambee Is the easiest to answer the question of what makes HR? by considering what human resources employees do in companies of different sizes: What does HR do in startups with 1-15 employees? A best practice to run is to do HR the way a large company would do it.
This means that you, the owner of the company, do not try to do it all yourself, unless you yourself are an HR expert. Instead, consider outsourcing these tasks to an HR professional, human resources consultant, or HR software service. Here's what HR usually does in a smaller company, even if the person who does it
lacks the HR title: 1. Contributions Job Openings &amp; Hires New Employees In a start-up company, business owners, their partners or spouses are engaged in recruitment tasks. Recruitment is one of the most important HR functions and becomes even more important as your company grows. Hiring the right
employees can help you build a strong business. Hiring bad employees can take you out. It is important that you publish your work on a reputable work board, carefully examine candidates and hire only the best ones. HR people are experts at renting using free worktops like indeed that screen and watch apps and
interviews online. They often find better candidates, faster, while complying with labor and anti-discrimination laws. Indeed, the number one job board in the US offers free job offers and a free company page that you can use to send open positions. This allows you to expand your recruiting reach by advertising open job
offers using a feature called Job Sponsorship. First time users get a $50 sponsorship loan try. Request your free Indeed account. Visit Indeed 2. Ensure compliance by preventing labor law violations the federal government and every U.S. state have labor laws that determine what you can and can't do when it comes to
employees. It is also clear what recruitment documents you need to collect and how long you need them to keep them. HR is trying to make sure you don't get into violation of the law. Recruiters comply with minimum wage laws, collect new forms for employees such as W-4 and I-9, and report their new employees to the
state. Most owners of small decide not to become human resources experts, but without human resources management they are very likely to find themselves in trouble. Some potential risks do not classify employees correctly, correctly, keep time card records, not offer sick leave in states that require it, and not start
compensation insurance for employees. Fines and penalties can bankrupt a new business. It is best to hire HR to do these things for you, or as an alternative to sign up for an online HR consulting service like Bambee. HR prevents an untold number of lawsuits. HR professionals nomadic managers on how tically and
legally handle job interviews, disciplinary meetings, medical leave, and employees' relationship concerns. They also assume responsibility for allegations of harassment and discrimination by conducting investigations and introducing appropriate solutions that are consistent with their findings. Any confusion could put the
company in hot water. HR has a huge responsibility to ensure that staff and jobseekers are treated respectfully, fairly and within the limits of the law. – Laura Gariepy, owner, every day at lake 3. Run wage HR professionals know everything about wage requirements, from understanding how training work works, or what
the minimum wage is for minors, to unique overtime and break rules that affect how employees are compensated. In fact, they know whether your employees can be paid half-month or monthly, or whether a weekly wage is required based on their job role. These rules vary by state, industry, and job function. In many
smaller companies, the person doing hr is also the one who captures each employee's working hours on a time card, calculates their wages, and operates their wages. The good news is that small business participation software like When I Work and payroll software like Gusto includes human resources compliance
features such as document storage and payroll rules, allowing your small business to fully comply with wage rules. 4. Create policies with company guidelines and procedures Once you get past one employee, you'll need to start documenting your policies. For example, it is best to explain in writing what is working hours,
who to call when an employee is sick, and what day workers get their paychecks. What human resources do is gather politicians into a staff manual. They also ensure that labour law posters are mandatory on the wall. Then they usually meet with each new employee to review the policies as part of the onboarding
process. In fact, policies such as paid leave (CTU), casual dress and flexible work options are clear differences for hiring and retaining staff. What Human Resources does is officially create plans, communicate and manage them, answer questions during candidates' interviews, and help existing employees understand
how these employee-friendly policies work. Software like Zenefits can offer you standard policy templates and employee manuals, or you can download and customize your company's policies using legally vetted policy forms from low cost services such as Rocket Lawyer. You may need unique policies based on your
business and industry location; sectors; for example, a retail kiosk may not want employees to smoke near a stall, or the delivery service may want to prohibit the use of mobile phones while driving a van. 5. Improve performance with tools, training and feedback In a small business, an employee manager can be involved
in improving employee performance, but most managers don't have the skills of HR professionals to prepare cutting-edge employee training or provide motivating performance feedback. Recruiters create orientation and training programs, welcome new employees, monitor employee performance at the workplace, and
work with managers to train and train workers. One of the tools HR uses to get workers off to a good start is a basic job description that clarifies what work is all about. They are also likely to introduce new employees to others, train new managers on how to train, and monitor the progress of workers with lower results. It
serves as a sound system and resource to help managers and employees who are trying to meet their work goals. They can even implement a performance management and feedback system with job performance metrics. Furthermore, it often falls into hr to make sure that employees have email accounts set up, name
tags, business cards, desk, computer, security badges, and anything else they need to do their job. RECRUITERS coordinate these activities with relevant parties to provide employees with everything from tools and uniforms to a work vehicle and corporate credit card. HR is responsible for recruiting and training new
employees, as well as for managing and evaluating the progress of all employees within the company. Employee retention is a major factor that affects the stability and progress of each company, and HR ensures that employees are happy and willing to stay in the company. Without HR, managers would have stayed on
their own to recruit, screen, and interview all employees. Upon admission, managers would have to make sure that each employee is positioned well and settled down with the team. Given how sophisticated HR has become to make everything in terms of human resources within society stronger, their role is hardly
replaceable. – Nick Galov, Co-Founder and CEO, Review 42 6. Setting up benefits It's usually the role of a human resources hr manager in finding ways to motivate and retain employees. It can range from gift cards and flex spending bills to health insurance. If you live in a state like Hawaii with labor laws that require you
to provide health care to employees, it's a human resources person who can help you set it up, enroll employees, manage their changes (for example, when they have a child or get married), and submit the appropriate end-of-year paperwork. The good news is that a small business is not usually required to offer health
insurance until they reach 50 full-time (FTE) employees. However, many companies choose to offer benefits while they are smaller because of this their ability to hire professional and managerial staff, as well as knowledge of It also improves employee retention. Paycor found that the offer of employee benefits reduced
employee turnover by up to 138%. If you have fewer than 50 employees, it may be helpful to ask yourself a few questions before offering health insurance, or better yet, to have your HR person weighed in Experts from Concordia University have highlighted the challenge that small business owners typically have when
looking at the immediate value of hiring human resources employees. However, as they assume more human resources responsibilities, it is clear that other business processes are suffering. What do human resources do in small businesses (15-49 employees)? Once you get past about 15 employees, it becomes
increasingly difficult to manage all people's things – from time card fixes to what's stored in personal files. HR helps your organization grow without too much chaos by managing the human aspects of the business. After all, people have personalities, needs and sometimes problems. It is your HR rep who serves as a
point person to proactively manage the complexity of working with people. 7. Eliminating discrimination: Promoting inclusion &amp; diversity Businesses within 15 employees may not comply with diversity and inclusion laws to ensure that discrimination does not occur. However, once your business exceeds the 15-
employee threshold, a number of anti-discrimination and law enforcement laws will kick in. Hr's job is to ensure that your workflows support an inclusive and diverse workplace. It's also more than that. At the limit of 15 employees, you need to make sure that your recruitment practices are anti-discrimination. This usually
starts with the job application form and continues through interview and recruitment. Your HR person can help you create job descriptions, interview guides, and promotion requirements, but once you pass that 15-person mark, it's more likely that your workflows will be checked by the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC), an agency that enforces federal laws prohibiting employment discrimination. Here's what human resources workers are doing to ensure anti-discrimination laws are upholding: Coach recruitment managers: Training and coaching managers to avoid discriminatory issues during job interviews.
Confirm that we receive no discrimination: Make sure that you do not receive discrimination when hiring, promoting, or quitring workers. Track work tasks: Ensure that employees are selected fairly for tasks and training opportunities. Provide discrimination and harassment training: Provide training on how to prevent
discrimination and harassment in the workplace. Comply with sexual harassment training requirements: Follow state-mandated sexual harassment training and poster requirements. Wage equity verification: Compare pay rates to ensure that payroll capital is provided for new employees, promotions, and pay increases.
Investigating allegations: Investigate discrimination complaints harassment. It is hr's role to ensure that your business is and, as Lori Kleiman reminds us, the definitions of what constitutes harassment are complex: In today's world, workplace harassment is a hot topic that is likely to continue to be. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) establishes an official definition as unwelcome behaviour based on race, colour, religion, gender (including pregnancy), national origin, age (40 years or older), disability or genetic information. Harassment becomes illegal when persistent offensive behavior becomes a condition of
continued employment, or behavior is serious or pervasive enough to create a work environment that a reasonable person would find intimidating, hostile, or offensive. - Lori Kleiman, CEO, SPHR, HR Themes 8. Review software: HR Tools &amp; Productivity Apps In a smaller company, your HR representative is often
asked to find software to track employee data, manage employee benefit registrations, track expense reports, streamline time cards, and improve employee communication. They will work with you or your IT technical team to determine which software tools are best for managing employee data and monitoring employee
performance. Tools hr recruiters can recommend and help implement include: HR SOFTWARE: Provides online personal files and self-service services to employees so that workers can see and manage online data, such as address changes and vacation balances. Candidate Tracking System (ATS): Software that
publishes jobs on multiple job boards, checks job seekers, continues to trade and interview notes, and documents fair hiring practices. Planning software: Planning tools allow retail stores to schedule employees and let service companies schedule workers for tasks. Most also manage shift planning. Time and attendance
app: Uses the time clock feature to identify who is working and when, and then tracks hours worked and overtime. Document storage and communication: Often HR helps you determine what's best: MS Office, Google Suite, Slack, or something else to manage employee emails, video conferencing, documents, and team
messages. Performance Management: HR is best positioned to find software to track employee goals, manager feedback, and performance ratings for wage increases. Human Resources Information System (HRIS) software: As your company grows, you may want all-in-one software to manage HR, payroll, and
employee benefits. What human resources does is help you find the best tool. If you're looking for all-in-one HRIS software that can grow with your business, consider Zenefits. Zenefits provides a modular system that lets you get started with time and attendance in addition to HR with a self-service portal and then add
benefits, consulting services and more as you scale. Ask for a free demo. Visit Zenefits 9. people problems If you miss the HR resource, you will soon find yourself overwhelmed by all the people issues that are coming in, for example, attachment orders, comp workers' claims, requests for jury duty, employee child child
orders and documentation for accidents at work. HR is the front line for these requirements. They document the problem, fill out the relevant forms and serve as an intermediary between your company, the requesting agency and the employee. Even if you haven't encountered issues like these, you'll often want a human
resources person to advise you on best practices. For example, can your payroll software manage attachments? Do you need to add a jury duty policy to your employee manual? Do you need help reducing your unemployment benefit applications (for example, by reducing staff turnover)? Do some employees face
personal problems? These kinds of problems with disposable people are what certified human resources professionals are trained to solve so you can focus on managing your business. Experts from two universities, Purdue and Pembroke, examined the value of HR as an investment for businesses and their potential.
Without personnel management, many top and productive employees can leave. 10. Entering administrative data Once your business reaches a certain size, you'll want to track whether you've performed a performance check, when a person has been promoted, and the reasons why you had to fire someone. If you only
have a handful of employees, you can track data in email and paper files. These figures may seem smaller until you are accused of suing for unfair recruitment practices, discrimination or unlawful termination. What recruiters do, whether in paper files, in a spreadsheet, or using the software above, is to track everything
related to work, what happens to employees. What day were they hired? Did they sign up for benefits? Who's their emergency contact when they get hurt? What's their pay rate? What date were promoted? What is their current job title? For what, if any, were the offences punished? This administrative data is a saviour
when you defend a lawsuit. For example, documenting who took part in anti-discrimination training or the reasons why you fired a new employee after a week will come in handy if you want to prove your side of an employee's contentious decision. Monitoring all administrative data is the responsibility of HR. 11.
Promoting safety and a healthy workplace Many industries, from manufacturing to transport, require safety audits, vehicle inspections, product rotation and a myriad of compliance activities to ensure safety at the workplace. The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) oversees these guidelines, but it is often a
person with human resources who ensures that your eye washing station works, the safety data sheets of materials (MSDS) are up to date and that employees are trained to lift safely. They do this by working with your managers on tasks such as sharing OSHA requirements, creating audit forms, providing employee
training, and monitoring workplace ergonomics. For example, if your employees have for DOT or forklifts, hr often tracks when to be restored, so so Your workers' certifications will not expire. 12. Carry out annual record audits Let's say you are growing rapidly and until recently, had an administrative assistant filing new
rental documents. She is a human resources manager who needs to check these files to make sure that the correct information is stored in the staff folder and that the incorrect information is not by accident. And they'll also monitor the keeping of your records. They also make sure that security is in place so that, for
example, a person's manager cannot view confidential employee medical notes. Given that there is a greater risk of compliance after the approval of the 15-employee brand, it is best practice to audit human resources files at least once a year. HR does this with a checklist that lists what should be in each worker's
personal file (e.g. their job application, emergency contact information) and what it shouldn't be (Forms I-9). Most human resources audits will also look for completed performance checks, training records, and benefit enrollment documents to track them if results are missing. HR features for growing companies with 50-
250 employees 13. Administration mandate programs: Insurance, COBRA &amp; FMLA Once your business exceeds the threshold of 50 full-time employees or the equivalent of FTE, additional mandates kick in at the federal level. For example, you must offer affordable health insurance to your workers under the
Affordable Care Act (ACA). You must allow workers to apply for and take family medical leave under the Family Health Leave Act (FMLA). In some states with stricter labor laws, such as California, these mandates affect smaller companies. Recruiters should be aware of local requirements, such as the need to provide
commuting benefits to employees in New York and San Francisco. Here's a little more on what human resources does in these ordered HR areas: Health insurers with as little as one employee can offer health insurance, but once a company reaches 50 FTE, it's a requirement. What Human Resources does is work with
an advantage provider on pricing and design a plan to save you money while getting the best value programs for your workers. In addition, they enroll all employees once a year during open enrollment. They also answer employee questions, process changes to family benefits in the middle of the year, and make sure that
terminated employees can retain COBRA coverage. Family medical leave FMLA dictates companies with 50 employees provide unpaid leave to workers who need care for themselves or family members. It is commonly used for maternity leave. In general, this means that you need to give a person up to four months
from work while maintaining their work. What human resources do is manage requirements, compliance rules, temporary staffing needs, and move an employee back to work at the end of their vacation. Some states require FMLA or pregnancy leave to be companies with fewer than 50 employees. And others have their
own family leave laws on books that unique requirements, such as allowing time off for domestic violence. 14. Provided structured training Smaller companies often provide on-the-job training or sign their staff to classes organized by third-party training firms on topics from managerial skills to software training. As your
business grows, you will find greater efficiency in setting up educational functions, almost always under the guidance of someone with hr or education. Recruiters identify specific training needs for individuals, teams, and departments. They can create classroom training, develop online documents and video transfer, or
source partners to create and host their own content. Some human resources experts do instructional design work, while others serve as online or class trainers and training administrators. This is particularly important in regulated sectors where workers' skills (e.g. nursing, insurance sales, banking) must remain up-to-
date. 15. Design Fair &amp; Equitable Compensation Plans A smaller company often estimates what work should pay by talking to other business owners or looking at online salary estimates, such as those provided by Indeed or Glassdoor. However, pay equity issues are coming into play for larger companies that need
to be sure that it doesn't adversely affect one protected class (e.g. female minority) with their pay programs. What HR does is look at each job description, determine the level of work, determine the scope of wages, design performance incentive programs and run comparisons to ensure that employee wages are fair
throughout the organization, as well as between new employees and existing workers. They are the ones that balance your need to offer wages and benefits in a way that attracts and retains top talent in your organization without resulting in discriminatory wage practices. 16. Offer Retirement Plans It's a fact that online
payroll software can help you set up a 401 (k) program for your workers, but as you grow, you'd better negotiate a 401 (k) program with a financial institution or set up a profit-sharing program and manage it within your business. What Human Resources does is compare rates to help you choose the best supplier,
manage listings and forms, answer employee questions, and keep you legal when it comes to fiduciary requirements and document retention. 17. Full Annual Reports As your company swells, an increasing number of federally ordered reports are required at the end of the year. Recruiters collect data, trigger these



required reports and submit them to the relevant agencies. Without established software systems, this is a tax manual process. Hr and payroll vendors like Zenefits provide reporting options to ensure your reporting is consistent and provide consulting services to answer all your HR questions (including what reports are
due and when). Contact Zenefits for demo Visit Zenefits What does HR do in companies with 250+ workers? Larger firms engage HR experts to do everything tracking employees' happiness in creating a talent channel to ensure business continuity in the event of an unexpected departure of a key player. This is no
different from driving a fleet of trucks. You want them to run well, and you want a backup in case one breaks down. You keep them. It's just that people aren't as easy to run smoothly as devices. Therefore, the human resources feature serves as your human maintenance team. 18. Create a talent pipeline Let's say your
sales team is led by a rock star closer. If it ends, sales will drop. Or maybe you're expanding into China. Does anyone on your team have international business experience or speak Cantonese? Not having the right people in place can jeopardize your business plans. What human resources do to create a talent channel
is identify and track all the skills and abilities that your organization's people have. It's like an inventory of abilities. They use this information, not only to help every person grow in their career, but to support the organization as well. And the talent channel is not limited to existing employees. HR can easily fill roles with
freelancers, executive candidates, or pre-vetted personnel from specialized personnel firms, such as IT vendors or recruiters. They don't leave it to chance. They maintain a bench of talent, not unlike a baseball team that can't afford to lose its pitcher. HR does this by identifying high-potential talent and creating programs
(e.g. mentorship, executive development) to build up their skills when the time is right. Find external employee resources As your employee population grows, you'll find they have unique needs. Addressing these needs helps keep your employees. They won't have to leave your company to get their health and family
issues resolved. Human resources monitor the needs of employees, often through interviews, interviews, audiences, or surveys. They then negotiate on behalf of your company to get the external resources that are of the greatest value to your employees. Examples of external resources hr works with to attract and retain
staff include: Employee Assistance Programs (EAP): EAP provides advice and support. Childcare: HR can help employees find childcare; some companies offer it on hold. Pet care: Your HR team can offer pets or puppy care. Caring for the elderly: HR can help employees on life issues such as finding home health care.
Local businesses: Local fitness clubs often offer discounts to your employees. The same applies to dry cleaners and florists. HR manages these programs. Nonprofits: If your business wants to support nonprofit activities like taking a family to Christmas or running a winter coat, it's usually who coordinate the details.
Colleges: It's HR that manages programs like teaching teaching for online and local colleges, helps its employees get degrees or college loans for work. 20. Leadership of coaches Many human resources executives are experts in career coaching, leadership and leadership development. You may have promoted a top
call center agent and now need them to build leadership and performance skills. Alternatively, sometimes the skills that elevated a person are now holding them back. It's HR that steps in, offering one-on-one peer coaching, mentorship, or counseling to individuals and departments. 21. Build a culture If you have ever
entered the business and felt unwelcome, you know how it can damage the reputation of the company. The culture of employees begins at the top, with your business vision, mission and values. Most small business owners hold these ideas in their heads. But as business grows, it's important to cascade your cultural
expectations throughout the organization. This ensures a buy-in. What human resources does is coach an executive team on how to create a great culture. They provide training for managers. Sometimes it's those who document mission, vision, and values to ensure that everyone — from job seekers to recently
promoted managers — supports business goals and helps them be a great place to work. HR also tracks what others are saying about what it's like to work in your company. They review and address glassdoor and indeed online review along with conducting exit interviews. They also create employee satisfaction
surveys and can be those who recommend employee recognition and praise applications. HR's own tracking culture because the data shows that happier employees make for happier customers and satisfied customers are what help your business grow. 22. Support organizational change How your company manages
changes and transitions may be the difference between your employees adopting new software and complying with new procedural changes or not. HR does what employees need (e.g. training, help documentation) to accept the change. This could be a new work aid with tips on how the new software works, or the need
to provide managers with tools to answer employee questions. It could even be a presentation from the CEO over doughnuts and coffee. RECRUITERS understand that big changes require buy-in from employees, and that your company's initiatives will be more successful when everyone from a number of employees on
the C-suite is on the same page about why they need to change and what's changing, as well as when and how. HR manages internal communication, residence bonuses, managerial coaching and feedback surveys. What do human resources do in corporate enterprises? As the company grows it starts to open more
business units or jobs, its HR needs to change. More people equals more complexity. Several recruiters can't handle all the needs of the organization's people. In fact, HR in a larger company can manage employment contracts and work with your lawyers to defend your business from on the types of work HR does in
smaller organizations, here's what HR does in larger companies: 23. Design Better organizational structures Larger companies often grow through mergers and acquisitions. Maybe your manufacturing company or insurance company bought them, or your company decides to work with a larger, more prestigious entity.
What human resources does in these cases is help design what the new organizational structure will look like. They can help you manage workflow processes as they are and how they will, and explain how roles and responsibilities will change within your organization. 24. Facilitate strategic planning mom-and-pop
restaurant can plan your growth and development menu over dinner. However, once your organization reaches enterprise level, you'll probably need to bring all your leading minds together to figure out how best to grow your business. What HR does in many organizations is determine which people need to contribute to
avoid groupthink, or they can facilitate strategic planning discussions, gather feedback from all stakeholders, and distillate thinking into actionable long-term and short-term company goals for executive considerations. The theme is again about people aligning, getting an organizational buy-in and facilitating a complex
process. 25. Serve as a manager overseeing functions or divisions By the time your organization reaches enterprise level, you're likely to have multiple teams led by people in HR roles. In fact, you can find HR professionals who run your HR Center of Excellence – a centralized call center where managers and
employees can get HR data, reports and answers to their questions. You can even have HR employees head of division and function, or appoint a chief people officer to join the C-suite. Below are some of the roles HR professionals manage within larger enterprise organizations, either as an executive through these
functions or as a member of the executive team overseeing some or all of these department activities. Human resources managers in enterprise organizations can manage: Recruitment and acquisition of talent: All recruitment activities, relocation budget, personnel plans, internships, and external recruitment activities,
such as campus recruitment fairs. Executive compensation programs: Annual budgeting for pay increases and annual grade updates (pay bands and rates). Employee health and safety: Examples include OSHA, summer fitness, and smoking quitting programs. Employee benefits and insurance: Health savings accounts
and short-term disability, as well as mandatory health insurance, FMLA compliance, comp workers' entitlements, life insurance, pet insurance and more. Staff training and development: Course development and multimodal provision such as e-learning, classroom training, online assistance systems and tuition
reimbursement. Employee engagement and diversity: Programmes that research staff, monitor culture, trigger adverse impact reports, conduct exit interviews and manage Volunteering. HR HR Field For example, he serves as a manager over a hr manager who supports sales, a hr manager who supports operations, and
a human resources manager who manages all the things of people in your call centers. Bottom line the Human Resources Management Society (SHRM) sums up the best. Hr's job is to help society achieve its goals. Those who ask what human resources are doing or want HR certification can register with a human
resources training organization. Managing all 25 of these HR features often takes more than one person. Growing companies should outrun their HR staff as quickly or slightly as possible to grow and expand to ensure that all people's tasks are addressed. With everything HR needs to do, a solid option for small
businesses is to partner with a HR consulting firm such as Bambee to audit HR compliance procedures, provide policies and a guide, and answer all administrative and strategic HR issues. In fact, unlimited HR advice starts at just $99 per month. Contact Bambee for a free consultation. Visit Bambee Bambee
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